Extend service life by using current operating system and updated software

Windows 10 Upgrade

We offer you attractive upgrade packages on the Windows 10 operating system. As a result, you benefit from new functions and increase the security of your systems.

The existing measuring and evaluation software of your Measuring system will also be brought up to date. Thus, you can be sure to measure according to the latest standards.

Scope of Windows 10 Upgrade

- New measuring computer with Windows 10
- New electronics if necessary
- Current software
- Data transmission if possible

How you benefit

- Higher data security thanks to the current operating system
- Current measuring computer with better performance
- In connection with new software:
  - User friendliness through common platform
  - Modern, intuitive user interface
  - Numerous preprogrammed processes
  - Many new features
  - Further development of the software
- Investment security
- Extension of the service life

For queries and further information please contact us:
metrology.salessupport@jenoptik.com

Windows 10 Upgrade for

- Roughness & contour measuring systems
- Form measuring systems
- Optical shaft measuring systems